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Let’s Get Practical  
Building a Winning Organization 
Episode 34 - Interview with Randy Mueller 

 
As a leader, talk is cheap. Action is what counts and practice makes a difference. Below are 
practical steps to improve performance.     

• Listen to the people around you. 2000 NFL Executive of the Year Randy Mueller stated 
clearly in episode 34 that listening is a lost art in today’s world. This puts those who do 
listen at a distinct advantage over those who don’t, so growing your listening skills is 
strongly advised. And be cognizant of the difference between just listening and actually 
hearing, which requires you to pause to process and ensure you’ve understood what 
others have told you. Doing this expands your awareness and knowledge-base, improves 
your decision-making, conveys care and respect, builds stronger organization culture, 
grows your own leadership ability, and reinforces trust with your people. 

 
All that from just listening to the people around you. Can you see why it’s the first thing 
Randy added to this episode’s Let’s Get Practical? 
 

• Build consensus whenever possible. Building on the point above, after you’ve gathered 
the opinions and thoughts of those around you, do the hard work to build consensus. By 
definition, consensus means everyone agrees on something, and we understand that’s 
not always possible. But if you can engage everyone involved in the decision, hear all 
perspectives, navigate through differences of opinion, and ultimately negotiate 
compromises, having everyone aligned and behind a decision removes one of the biggest 
obstacles to execution – lack of alignment. As CEO, you get to make the final decision and 
sometimes that means going against your team’s recommendations, but that should be 
the exception, not the rule. If you’re routinely going against the team, consider you might 
have deeper issues to resolve sooner than later. 
 

• Criteria is critical. Winning organizations are rarely built by chance. You need to be clear 
about the culture you want to build, the values at its core, the characteristics and skills 
you want in your people, the behaviors you expect from everyone on the team, and the 
performance standards you want them to achieve. Without thoughtful identification of 
these up front, you often get what you get, which may not be what you want and could 
hamper your organization’s ability to win. If you want to build a winning organization, do 
the heavy-lifting of designing it ahead of time, then hire and fire to it, and hold yourself 
and your people accountable to it. 
 

• People’s voices matter. In winning organizations, every member of the team feels 
empowered to speak up and engage. They feel safe to voice opinions, disagree, provide 
input, and offer alternative ways of doing things without fear of reprisal or retaliation. 
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And it may not be enough to just assume everyone knows their voices matter; state it 
regularly to reinforce it and invite everyone to actively participate. 
 

• Be open to learning, even when it’s hard. There are always new and better ways to 
accomplish your goals, and becoming set in your ways is a quick path to becoming 
obsolete. Winning organizations constantly reinvent themselves, constantly learn, 
improve, and challenge themselves to be better. This involves more listening – that first 
bullet above – because paying attention to mistakes, trends, opportunities, and employee 
and customer feedback often highlights specific areas you need to address. Keep an open 
mind and be willing to listen to others no matter how successful you’ve been in your 
career and life. As Randy Mueller put it in our interview, “If we get stuck in our own 
trenches all the time, we’re never going to expand our mind to get better at anything.” 
 

• Your demeanor sets the tone for the rest of the organization to follow. We’ve talked 
about how influential on the culture you are as the senior leader of any organization. 
While you may not be the only influence, you are the greatest influence because everyone 
else will follow your lead. If your highs are too high and your lows too low, the rest of the 
organization will be prone to mood swings not usually seen in winning organizations. 
When you’re consistently down, your team loses heart with you. They can infer from your 
demeanor that the tough times aren’t going away any time soon. Over time, the entire 
organization can lose resiliency and become an organization known more for losing than 
winning. We’re not saying you can’t be authentic when things go wrong but be vigilant 
not to allow yourself to be down too long. Find silver linings and move forward again. 
Ultimately, be like legendary Dallas Cowboys football coach Tom Landry, who was always 
calm in the face of adversity. There’s great value in being even keeled. 
 

• When others on the team are struggling, pick them up! Randy shared a story in episode 
34 about feeling defeated after a tough game when he was General Manager of the NFL’s 
Miami Dolphins. Wayne Huizenga, the multi-billion-dollar owner of the team, saw a 
dejected Randy in the hotel lobby the next morning, so he warmly greeted him and 
carried Randy’s bags for him to the team bus. The message from Wayne to Randy was 
clear: keep your head up because I’ve got your back. 
 
You have the same opportunity to be there for your employees when they’re down, and 
they might be telling others years later about how your support impacted them in that 
moment, long after you’ve forgotten. 
 

• The hardest part of evaluating talent isn’t what you can see on film, but what’s inside. 
Okay, this is definitely written from an athletic talent-evaluator like Randy Mueller’s point 
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of view, but the concept applies to whatever team you’re building. As CEO, “what’s on 
film” might pertain to a person’s resume, work product, or list of accomplishments. But 
when it comes to building a winning organization, you need more than just the tangibles. 
Intangibles like team-player, work ethic, coachability, integrity, and a host of other core 
values and behaviors are just as important to consider, and may be the difference 
between hiring a rock star and hiring a cultural misfit who’ll create problems for you down 
the line. All this means you’ve got to do the extra work to understand what’s inside 
anyone you’re considering adding to your team, then let what’s inside be the 
differentiator between candidates whose outward talent appears to be the same. 
 

• “If you build it, they will come”. Here’s another sports reference that’s also very relevant 
to your business. This quote comes from the popular baseball movie, Field of Dreams, but 
Randy mentioned in episode 34 that his decision to play college football for Linfield 
University came down to one factor: he wanted to play for a winning organization. He’d 
already committed to play for another college but changed his mind solely because he 
had the chance to be part of Linfield’s winning culture. 
 
Knowing how scarce talent can be and how difficult it is to attract great people, how much 
would it help your recruiting if your company was widely known as a winning organization 
where top talent wants to go? You may never attain global recognition like Google, Apple, 
or Nike, but what if you were perceived as the gold standard in your industry or local 
geography? What would you give to have a growing wait-list of people who wanted to 
work for you, or the ability to snatch top talent away from a competitor just because of 
your reputation as a winning organization? Would that be enough to make you want to do 
the hard work to become one? 
 

• Communicate to ensure people get what they need. As we talked about at length in 
episode 33, it’s a people world. Your people are complex beings who matter, who want to 
feel successful, and desire to play for a winning team. They’re not the means to your 
company’s end, nor are they simple cogs in a wheel. If you want to unlock and unleash the 
full potential of each individual on your team – something winning organizations excel at – 
you’ve got to build relationships with each of them, listening as much as you speak to find 
out what they need to be successful. And, of course, once you know, make it your priority 
to help them get what they need. In return, they’ll help you get where you want to go. 
 

• Value reading body language. Just like Miami Dolphin’s owner Wayne Huizenga read 
Randy’s deflated body language years ago in a London hotel lobby, pay attention to the 
non-verbal cues your employees are sending. It may be difficult for you at first to tune in if 
that’s not a natural skill, but you’ve proven adept before at paying close attention to 
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business metrics and trends to discern important information from them. With concern 
and the same level of commitment, you can learn to read, respond to, and support your 
people the same way. 
 

• It’s just as important to learn what not to do. Sometimes, you can learn more from 
mistakes and observing others’ bad behavior than you can from studying the right ways to 
do things. Pay attention to your surroundings even when they’re less than ideal or the 
culture isn’t what you’d like it to be. What can you learn from your situation? What 
lessons can you take with you into your next situation to make it more successful? More 
importantly, look in the mirror and be self-reflective about what your role might have 
been and how you need to show up differently in the future to get a different outcome. 
 

• Welcome input from others. This might seem like an offshoot of the very first bullet 
above: listen to the people around you. But the key word here is ‘welcome’, a command 
to seek it out and gratefully receive it as the gift it is. Feedback is your friend, often 
helping you see blind spots and opportunities that need to be addressed for you to 
achieve your goals. To that end, be careful not to begrudgingly ‘accept’ feedback, but 
rather welcome it with open arms and an open mind. 
 

 
 

To listen to this Episode again and tune in to episodes that you may have missed, go to 
http://www.thefrustratedceo.com/. 


